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Struggling to sell? Try the right way
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There is a buyer out there for every home!

We don’t know who they are or where their interest will
come from, but we will always approach the sale of each
property using this principal. The question then is how do
we find them?
The answer is ‘Simples’…
I know you’ve probably raised an eyebrow and are wondering
why you’re reading the babbling of a mad Estate Agent,
but I’ll bet you read on because you’re now intrigued!
If I said Meerkat you will instantly recognise the brand of
‘probably the best insurance comparison site in the world’
and for those of you who drink lager, you’ll see another one
in there too!
The real answer is Marketing
The impression we create of your home to the buying public
and how we reach them.
If you are happy for your agent to take a couple of photos,
knock together a bit of a description and then stick it on
the web and in local newspapers then there’s no point in
you reading any further.

However, if you want to give yourself a chance of achieving
the best selling price, a few more minutes reading this could
save you a lot of time and money and will make all the
difference in the way potential buyers see your property.

You may think that because most people begin their
property search on the web, your brochure is not
particularly important… In fact all marketing stems from
the brochure which generates the templates for all your
web advertising on portals such as Rightmove and
Zoopla, as well as in-house and newspaper advertising.
Out of focus photos, poor grammar, bad descriptions
and spelling mistakes will therefore upload to the web
and probably newspapers as well.
The brochure is undoubtedly the most important
document we create. Presented properly it’s a powerful
tool that will tempt prospective buyers to view. If we
get it wrong, it can have a marked effect on your selling
price and the timeframe.

“

The
brochure is
undoubtedly
the most
important
document we
create

”

So what makes a good brochure?

We should bear in mind that your home will not be the
only property for sale, so we have to present it in a way
that makes it interesting and stand out from the crowd.
To do this, there are several components involved.
• The Main Description - Should include all the main features
and take into account your target market. For a family home we
describe the space, reception rooms, en-suites, kitchen/breakfast
rooms, fitted wardrobes etc. With a cottage, we need to paint
a picture of cosy open fires, character and comfortable rooms.
Why? Because if you want to buy a cottage, that’s the picture
you will have in your minds eye and if you want a home for a
growing family, you will want a house with as much space as
you can afford.
Whilst we can’t mis-describe or exaggerate, we can be
imaginative and thought provoking giving us a better chance
of arranging a viewing.

• Local Amenities - We are regularly asked questions about
amenities such as local schools, shops, pubs, doctors, bus
routes etc. People moving just a few miles may not be aware
of the facilities an area offers. So we have profiled amenities
of note on our brochures and the web, including a link
through to a local website if there is one.
That way, buyers have all the information they need at their
fingertips without having to conduct hours of research before
they view.
Our web brochures also have a direct link through to
streetview as well so buyers can get a very good idea of what
an area is like beforehand.

• Room descriptions - Rooms must describe the features
using interesting sentences, backed up with photography and
include measurements in feet and inches as well as metric.

“
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to present your
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So what makes a good brochure?... continued
• Web & newspaper advertising - For many buyers who don’t
• Presentation of the property - also falls under marketing

have or use the internet, the local property paper gives them

and however good your photographs are, an untidy or dirty

their first impression of your house. Large boxes and internal

house will certainly hinder your cause. De-clutter each room,

feature photos are proven to make more people stop and read.

open curtains and blinds, clear draining boards, sinks and
kitchen worktops, make beds and remove washing from view.

We can arrange our advert in any way we choose, featuring

I know this sounds obvious but you’d be surprised how many

one property per page to a maximum of four. That way we

times underwear features in the local press!

can include more photographs and editorial ensuring your
home does stand out from the competition.

• Photography - Allows people to visualise the featured rooms
and helps make sense of proportions and the description.

• Window display - In early 2013 we installed the latest LED

We use professional quality digital cameras that allow us to

window display and quite honestly, it’s one of the best things

review each shot, to make sure they are in focus and the

we have ever done. The effect has been amazing and we

angles show the room at its best. However, if the photography

regularly see viewers two deep at the window looking to see

requirement goes beyond our capabilities, we’ll instruct our

what’s new to the market. Come and have a look one

professional photographer to take the shots.

evening, you can’t miss it!

Have a look on the internet to see the difference between a
well photographed house and a poor one. It’s well worth a
bit of preparation.

“
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• Newspaper advertising - A page of small boxes with hard to
read copy and your house stuck in the middle somewhere
is not very imaginative or impressive.
Your agent should tailor the advertising to suit your home,
carrying on the theme of the brochure, with crisp photos and
a compelling description, not cram as many properties as
possible onto a page.
Ideally adverts should appear every 2-3 weeks with as wide a
coverage as possible, showing internal photos and any views.

So what makes a good brochure?... continued

• For sale board - To dispel a popular myth, for sale boards are
there to tell people your home is for sale, not as a free advert
for the agent. They play a very important role and if you
don’t have one, you will be affecting your chances of a sale.
It’s quite amazing how word gets out when a board goes up.
Neighbours telling friends, people driving past, a comment in
the local pub, it doesn’t really matter, the important thing is
that people are talking about your property, giving you a
better chance of attracting more viewings.
Just a few words of caution though. If you see two or more
boards outside a house, what does that tell you? Apart from
looking a mess, buyers will assume there is something wrong,
you’re overpriced or desperate to sell. Definitely only have
one board.

Regularly changing the photograph angles and description
also helps to keep it fresh.
Remember - Budget marketing achieves budget results - So
don’t accept second best.

• Accompanied Viewings - We accompany every viewing of
your property, that’s what you are paying us for and the only
involvement you should have initially is if the buyer has any
questions that we do not know the answer to.
Generally if a viewer is interested, we’ll know within 2-3 days,
however we will always talk to them and let you know their
thoughts, that way you’re always fully included in the process.

“
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more boards
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”

So what makes a good brochure?... continued

• Guild of Professional Estate Agents - In 2008 we joined the

• Glossy property magazine - Every three weeks we produce

‘Guild of Professional Estate Agents’, a network of over 700

a professionally printed glossy magazine in which all our

independent firms chosen by the ‘Guild’ as the areas leading

properties are featured. Whether it’s our lifestyle magazine

independent Agents. We are now one of the largest relocation

with local events and features or the property only version,

assistance networks, continually referring relocating clients

your home is seen by potential buyers’ right across the country

within the UK. Your property will also be advertised at our

in a quality publication which only a ‘Guild’ member Agent

national property centre in Park Lane London, helping us

can offer you.

create the same excellent impression of your home to
commuters and international buyers.

These are just some of the most important areas that we
cover and I’m sure if you’ve read this far you will see that

The size of the network gives us access to national advertising

going the extra mile with the marketing gives us a better

features in publications such as the Times, the Sunday Times,

chance of not only selling your home, but at the best price

Daily Telegraph, Daily Express and Period Homes &

possible.

Gardens... to name but a few.

“

Going
the extra mile
with the
marketing
gives us a
better chance
of not only
selling your
home, but at
the best price
possible

”
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